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The End of White World Supremacy
You could describe D.H. Lawrence as the great multi-instrumentalist among the
great writers of the twentieth century. He was a brilliant, endlessly controversial
novelist who transformed, for better and for worse, the way we write about sex and
emotions; he was a wonderful poet; he was an essayist of burning curiosity,
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expansive lyricism, odd humor, and radical intelligence, equaled, perhaps, only by
Virginia Woolf. Here Geoff Dyer, one of the finest essayists of our day, draws on the
whole range of Lawrence’s published essays to reintroduce him to a new
generation of readers for whom the essay has become an important genre. We get
Lawrence the book reviewer, writing about Death in Venice and welcoming Ernest
Hemingway; Lawrence the travel writer, in Mexico and New Mexico and Italy;
Lawrence the memoirist, depicting his strange sometime-friend Maurice Magnus;
Lawrence the restless inquirer into the possibilities of the novel, writing about the
novel and morality and addressing the question of why the novel matters; and,
finally, the Lawrence who meditates on birdsong or the death of a porcupine in the
Rocky Mountains. Dyer’s selection of Lawrence’s essays is a wonderful introduction
to a fundamental, dazzling writer.

Diamond Doris
In the wickedly bittersweet and hilarious You Must Go and Win, the Ukrainian-born
musician Alina Simone traces her bizarre journey through the indie rock world,
from disastrous Craigslist auditions with sketchy producers to catching fleas in a
Williamsburg sublet. But Simone offers more than down-and-out tales of her time
as a struggling musician: she has a rapier wit, slashing and burning her way
through the absurdities of life, while offering surprising and poignant insights into
the burdens of family expectations and the nature of ambition, the temptations of
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religion and the lure of a mythical Russian home. Wavering between embracing
and fleeing her outsized and nebulous dreams of stardom, Simone confronts her
Russian past when she falls in love with the music of Yanka Dyagileva, a Soviet
singer who tragically died young; hits the road with her childhood friend who is
dead set on becoming an "icon"; and battles male strippers in Siberia. Hailed as
"the perfect storm of creative talent" (USA Today, Pop Candy), Simone is poised to
win over readers of David Rakoff and Sarah Vowell with her irresistibly funny and
charming literary debut.

Black Diamonds (16pt Large Print Edition)
Chronicling Nick Kent's up-close , personal, often harrowing adventures with the
Rolling Stones, Lester Bangs, David Bowie, Led Zeppelin, the Sex Pistols, and
Chrissie Hynde, among scores of others, Apathy for the Devil is a picaresque
memoir that bears witness to the beautiful and the damned of this turbulent
decade. As a college dropout barely out of his teens, Kent's first five interviews
were with the MC5, Captain Beefheart, the Grateful Dead, the Stooges, and Lou
Reed. But after the excitement and freedom of those early years, his story would
come to mirror that of the decade itself, as he slipped into excess and everworsening heroin use. Apathy for the Devil is a compelling story of inspiration,
success, burn out, and rebirth from a classic wordsmith.
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You Must Go and Win
This “richly textured biography” (Chicago Tribune) inspired the mesmerizing
documentary, Letters from Baghdad, now in theaters. Here is the story of Gertrude
Bell, who explored, mapped, and excavated the Arab world throughout the early
twentieth century. Recruited by British intelligence during World War I, she played
a crucial role in obtaining the loyalty of Arab leaders, and her connections and
information provided the brains to match T. E. Lawrence's brawn. After the war,
she played a major role in creating the modern Middle East and was, at the time,
considered the most powerful woman in the British Empire. In this masterful
biography, Janet Wallach shows us the woman behind these achievements–a
woman whose passion and defiant independence were at odds with the confined
and custom-bound England she left behind. Too long eclipsed by Lawrence,
Gertrude Bell emerges at last in her own right as a vital player on the stage of
modern history, and as a woman whose life was both a heartbreaking story and a
grand adventure.

How to Grow Up
One small step for a man. One giant leap for rock ‘n roll. NASA’s race with the
Russians to land a man on the moon. The meteoric rise of the Beatles, considered
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by many to have revolutionized the music industry. In the postwar era, each stood
as an unprecedented cultural watershed. Together they captured the heady
zeitgeist of the 1960s, and ignited the imagination of - just about everyone on the
planet. Into the Sky with Diamonds is an exhilarating account of these two global
phenomena, as seen through the eyes of Dutch Richtman, a young, enterprising
NASA engineer who manages to snag a front row seat to both. Dutch’s memoir
takes us on the turbulent ride of breathtaking successes and harrowing failures
that marked the early years of space travel - beginning with Projects Mercury and
Gemini leading up to the Apollo program. We discover the thrills and sacrifices,
personalities and politics involved in navigating these early space missions. And
through Dutch’s fictional correspondence with buddy Mal Evans (a character true
to the Beatles’ real-life roadie of the same name), we are introduced to a rock band
of four working class lads from Liverpool who just happen to turn the music
industry on its head and become the unwitting leaders of a youth movement for
change. We witness it all: the band’s electrifying rise, their unforgettable debut on
the Ed Sullivan show, the social, political, and religious controversies they
generated, and their painful dissolution, as John’s fierce attachment to Yoko Ono
forever alters the trajectory of the “Fab Four.”

Mark Twain's Autobiography
The sixth (and last) wife of Norman Mailer, Norris Church Mailer, met the late writer
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in 1975, when she was 26 and he twice her age; they were married for 33 years.
Her memoir is, among other things, the story of a series of emancipations: from
the constraints of her loving but limiting parents and the claustrophobic moralism
of her Arkansas hometown; from her first marriage to a man she quickly outgrew;
and from her inhibitions about writing and creating art. Norris Church Mailer who
has led a life as large and as colorful as her husband's, and every bit as engaging.

Memoirs of a Revolutionist
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity
were their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children
lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the
mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his
children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary
painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family.
When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining
town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to
fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will
to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of
unconditional love in a family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery
determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher description.
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Coal to Diamonds: A Memoir
It's 1914 and the coal town of Lithgow is booming. Daniel Ackerman is a serious
young man, a miner, a socialist and German; Francine Connolly is the bourgeois,
Irish-Catholic, too-good-for-this-place daughter of one of the mine owners. When a
tragic accident forces them together, this class-crossed pair fall in love despite
themselves. Before the signatures on their marriage certificate are dry, though,
war erupts, and a much more terrifying obstacle confronts them. Against his
principles but driven by a sense of solidarity, Daniel enlists; Francine, horrified, has
no choice but to watch him go. Thrown into a daunting new world of separation
and grief, they learn things about each other they might never have known in
more certain times - hard lessons about heroism, sacrifice, and the thin line
between bravery and stupidity. Told with freshness, verve and wit, Black Diamonds
is the tale of a fierce young nation, Australia, and two fierce hearts who dare to
discover what courage really means.

Afternoons with the Blinds Drawn
The Microsoft co-founder shares the story of his life while revealing the lessons he
has learned throughout his influential career, covering topics that range from his
partnership with Bill Gates and his ambitions for private space travel to his worldPage 7/33
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changing initiatives and his battle against lymphoma. 80,000 first printing.

The Lump of Coal
Everyone’s favorite Dirty Old Man returns with a new volume of uncollected work.
Charles Bukowski (1920–1994), one of the most outrageous figures of twentiethcentury American literature, was so prolific that many significant pieces never
found their way into his books. Absence of the Hero contains much of his earliest
fiction, unseen in decades, as well as a number of previously unpublished stories
and essays. The classic Bukowskian obsessions are here: sex, booze, and
gambling, along with trenchant analysis of what he calls "Playing and Being the
Pet." Among the book's highlights are tales of his infamous public readings ("The
Big Dope Reading," "I Just Write Poetry So I Can Go to Bed with Girls"); a review of
his own first book; hilarious installments of his newspaper column, Notes of a Dirty
Old Man, including meditations on neo-Nazis and driving in Los Angeles; and an
uncharacteristic tale of getting lost in the Utah woods ("Bukowski Takes a Trip").
Yet the book also showcases the other Bukowski-an astute if offbeat literary critic.
From his own "Manifesto" to his account of poetry in Los Angeles ("A Foreword to
These Poets") to idiosyncratic evaluations of Allen Ginsberg, Robert Creeley, LeRoi
Jones, and Louis Zukofsky, Absence of the Hero reveals the intellectual hidden
beneath the gruff exterior. Our second volume of his uncollected prose, Absence of
the Hero is a major addition to the Bukowski canon, essential for fans, yet suitable
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for new readers as an introduction to the wide range of his work. "He loads his
head full of coal and diamonds shoot out of his finger tips. What a trick. The mole
genius has left us with another digest. It's a full house--read 'em and weep."—Tom
Waits "This second volume of Bukowski's uncollected stories and essays offers all
that Bukowski is known for—wry obscenity, smutty wisdom, seeming ramblings
whose hidden smarts catch you unaware--but in addition there are moments here
in which he takes off the mask and strips away the bravado to show himself at his
most vulnerable and human. A must for Bukowski aficionados."—Brian Evenson,
author of Last Days and The Open Curtain "Like a brass-rail Existentialist or a skidrow Transcendentalist, [Bukowski] is candid, unblinking, leaving it to his readers to
cast their own judgment about his mishaps, his drinking, his sexual appetite or his
own pessimism. He is Ralph Waldo Emerson as a Dirty Old Man, not lounging in the
grape-arbor of Concord, Massachusetts, but bent-over a table in an L.A. flophouse
scribbling in pencil to the strains of Sibelius."—Paul Maher Jr., Phawker "[Bukowski]
could be generous and mean-spirited, heroic and defensive, spot-on and slanted,
but he became the world-class writer he had set out to be; he has joined the
permanent anti-canon or shadow-canon whose denizens had shown him the way.
Today the frequent allusions to him in both popular and mainstream culture tend
more to respect than mockery. If scholarship has lagged, this book would indicate
that this situation is changing."—Gerald Locklin, Resources for American Literary
Study "The pieces range over nearly half a century, and include a story about a
baseball player seized by a sudden bout of existential paralysis, along with early,
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graphically sexual (and masterfully comic) stories published in such smut mags as
Candid Press."—Penthouse "An absolute must for fans of Charles Bukowski's work,
Absence of a Hero is also a welcome addition to public and college library literary
studies shelves."—Midwest Book Review

Long Walk to Freedom
From the internationally acclaimed and bestselling historians William Dalrymple
and Anita Anand, the first comprehensive and authoritative history of the Koh-iNoor diamond, arguably the most celebrated jewel in the world. On March 29,
1849, the ten-year-old leader of the Sikh kingdom of the Punjab was ushered into
the magnificent Mirrored Hall at the center of the British fort in Lahore, India.
There, in a formal Act of Submission, the frightened but dignified child handed over
to the British East India Company swathes of the richest land in India and the
single most valuable object in the subcontinent: the celebrated Koh-i-Noor
diamond, otherwise known as the Mountain of Light. To celebrate the acquisition,
the British East India Company commissioned a history of the diamond woven
together from the gossip of the Delhi Bazaars. From that moment forward, the Kohi-Noor became the most famous and mythological diamond in history, with
thousands of people coming to see it at the 1851 Great Exhibition and still more
thousands repeating the largely fictitious account of its passage through history.
Using original eyewitness accounts and chronicles never before translated into
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English, Dalrymple and Anand trace the true history of the diamond and disperse
the myths and fantastic tales that have long surrounded this awe-inspiring jewel.
The resulting history of south and central Asia tells a true tale of greed, conquest,
murder, torture, colonialism, and appropriation that shaped a continent and the
Koh-i-Noor itself.

Revealing Eden
Recounts the author's journey through heartbreak and healing after tragically
losing her husband during the September 11 attacks, describing her efforts as a
single mother, her changing relationships, and her unexpected subsequent
marriage.

Broken Greek
In the bestselling tradition of Cheryl Strayed’s Wild and Helen MacDonald’s H Is for
Hawk, Karen Auvinen, an award-winning poet, ventures into the wilderness to seek
answers to life’s big questions with “candor [and] admirable courage” (Christian
Science Monitor). Determined to live an independent life on her own terms, Karen
Auvinen flees to a primitive cabin in the Rockies to live in solitude as a writer and
to embrace all the beauty and brutality nature has to offer. When a fire incinerates
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every word she has ever written and all of her possessions—except for her beloved
dog Elvis, her truck, and a few singed artifacts—Karen embarks on a heroic journey
to reconcile her desire to be alone with her need for community. In the evocative
spirit of works by Annie Dillard, Gretel Ehrlich, and Terry Tempest Williams, Karen’s
“beautiful, contemplative…breathtaking [debut] memoir honors the wildness of the
Rockies” (Publishers Weekly, starred review). “Rough Beauty offers a glimpse into
a life that’s pared down to its essentials, open to unexpected, even profound,
change” (Brevity Magazine), and Karen’s pursuit of solace and salvation through
shedding trivial ties and living in close harmony with nature, along with her
account of finding community and even love, is sure to resonate with all of us who
long for meaning and deeper connection. An “outstanding…beautiful story of
resilience” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review), Rough Beauty is a luminous, lyric
exploration, “a narrative that reads like a captivating novela voice not found often
enough in literature—a woman who eschews the prescribed role outlined for her by
her family and discovers her own path” (Christian Science Monitor) to embrace the
unpredictability and grace of living intimately with the forces of nature.

Diamonds in Nature
From the author of Guns, Germs and Steel, Jared Diamond's Collapse: How
Societies Choose to Fail or Survive is a visionary study of the mysterious downfall
of past civilizations. Now in a revised edition with a new afterword, Jared
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Diamond's Collapse uncovers the secret behind why some societies flourish, while
others founder - and what this means for our future. What happened to the people
who made the forlorn long-abandoned statues of Easter Island? What happened to
the architects of the crumbling Maya pyramids? Will we go the same way, our
skyscrapers one day standing derelict and overgrown like the temples at Angkor
Wat? Bringing together new evidence from a startling range of sources and piecing
together the myriad influences, from climate to culture, that make societies selfdestruct, Jared Diamond's Collapse also shows how - unlike our ancestors - we can
benefit from our knowledge of the past and learn to be survivors. 'A grand sweep
from a master storyteller of the human race' - Daily Mail 'Riveting, superb,
terrifying' - Observer 'Gripping the book fulfils its huge ambition, and Diamond is
the only man who could have written it' - Economis 'This book shines like all
Diamond's work' - Sunday Times

Famous Diamonds
'A compelling personal account of the dramas of a singular British band' Neil
Tennant The trajectory of Suede - hailed in infancy as both 'The Best New Band in
Britain' and 'effete southern wankers' - is recalled with moving candour by its
frontman Brett Anderson, whose vivid memoir swings seamlessly between the
tender, witty, turbulent, euphoric and bittersweet. Suede began by treading the
familiar jobbing route of London's emerging new 1990s indie bands - gigs at ULU,
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the Camden Powerhaus and the Old Trout in Windsor - and the dispiriting
experience of playing a set to an audience of one. But in these halcyon days, their
potential was undeniable. Anderson's creative partnership with guitarist Bernard
Butler exposed a unique and brilliant hybrid of lyric and sound; together they were
a luminescent team - burning brightly and creating some of the era's most revered
songs and albums. In Afternoons with the Blinds drawn, Anderson unflinchingly
explores his relationship with addiction, heartfelt in the regret that early musical
bonds were severed, and clear-eyed on his youthful persona. 'As a young man . . . I
oscillated between morbid self-reflection and vainglorious narcissism' he writes.
His honesty, sharply self-aware and articulate, makes this a compelling
autobiography, and a brilliant insight into one of the most significant bands of the
last quarter century.

The Glass Castle
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Trailblazing food writer and beloved restaurant
critic Ruth Reichl took the job (and the risk) of a lifetime when she entered the highstakes world of magazine publishing. Now, for the first time, she chronicles her
groundbreaking tenure as editor in chief of Gourmet. “A must for any food lover . .
. Reichl is a warm, intimate writer. She peels back the curtain to a glamorous time
of magazine-making. You’ll tear through this memoir.”—Refinery29 NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Real Simple • Good Housekeeping • Town &
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Country When Condé Nast offered Ruth Reichl the top position at America’s oldest
epicurean magazine, she declined. She was a writer, not a manager, and had no
inclination to be anyone’s boss. Yet Reichl had been reading Gourmet since she
was eight; it had inspired her career. How could she say no? This is the story of a
former Berkeley hippie entering the corporate world and worrying about losing her
soul. It is the story of the moment restaurants became an important part of
popular culture, a time when the rise of the farm-to-table movement changed,
forever, the way we eat. Readers will meet legendary chefs like David Chang and
Eric Ripert, idiosyncratic writers like David Foster Wallace, and a colorful group of
editors and art directors who, under Reichl’s leadership, transformed stately
Gourmet into a cutting-edge publication. This was the golden age of print
media—the last spendthrift gasp before the Internet turned the magazine world
upside down. Complete with recipes, Save Me the Plums is a personal journey of a
woman coming to terms with being in charge and making a mark, following a
passion and holding on to her dreams—even when she ends up in a place she
never expected to be. Praise for Save Me the Plums “Poignant and hilarious . . .
simply delicious . . . Each serving of magazine folklore is worth savoring. In fact,
Reichl’s story is juicier than a Peter Luger porterhouse. Dig in.”—The New York
Times Book Review “In this smart, touching, and dishy memoir . . . Ruth Reichl
recalls her years at the helm of Gourmet magazine with clear eyes, a sense of
humor, and some very appealing recipes.”—Town & Country “If you haven’t picked
up food writing queen Ruth Reichl’s new book, Save Me the Plums, I highly
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recommend you fix that problem. . . . Reichl is in top form and ready to dish, with
every chapter seeming like a dedicated behind-the-scenes documentary on its
own.”—Soleil Ho, San Francisco Chronicle

Digging for Diamonds
In a post-apocalyptic world where class and beauty are defined by resistance to an
overheated environment, Eden, a lowly Pearl cursed with white skin, is facing
death if she does not mate with a dark-skinned Coal soon.

Hurricanes
“A funny yet surprisingly nuanced look at the legends and ideas of the self-help
industry” (People, 3.5 stars), Promise Land explores the American devotion to selfimprovement—even as the author attempts some deeply personal improvements
of her own. Raised by a child psychologist who was himself the author of numerous
self-help books, as an adult Jessica Lamb-Shapiro found herself both repelled and
fascinated by the industry: did all of these books, tapes, weekend seminars,
groups, posters, t-shirts, and trinkets really help anybody? Why do some people
swear by the power of positive thinking, while others dismiss it as so many empty
promises? Promise Land is an irreverent tour through the vast and strange reaches
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of the world of self-help. In the name of research, Jessica attempted to cure herself
of phobias, followed The Rules to meet and date men, walked on hot coals, and
even attended a self-help seminar for writers of self-help books. But the more she
delved into the history and practice of self-help, the more she realized her interest
was much more than academic. Forced into a confrontation with the silent grief
that had haunted both her and her father since her mother’s death when she was a
baby, she realized that sometimes thinking you know everything about a subject is
a way of hiding from yourself the fact that you know nothing at all. “A jaunty,
cannily written memoir” (Chicago Tribune), Promise Land is cultural history from “a
witty and enjoyably self-aware writer…Jessica Lamb-Shapiro’s talent as a
storyteller is undeniable” (The New York Times Book Review).

Apathy for the Devil
Breathe
Koh-i-Noor
This is a story about a lump of coal who can think, talk, and move itself around. Is
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there a more charming holiday tale to behold? Probably, but Lemony Snicket has
not written one.

Minecraft: The Voyage
A raw and surprisingly beautiful coming-of-age memoir, Coal to Diamonds tells the
story of Mary Beth Ditto, a girl from rural Arkansas who found her voice. Born and
raised in Judsonia, Arkansas—a place where indoor plumbing was a luxury, squirrel
was a meal, and sex ed was taught during senior year in high school (long after
many girls had gotten pregnant and dropped out) Beth Ditto stood out. Beth was a
fat, pro-choice, sexually confused choir nerd with a great voice, an eighties perm,
and a Kool Aid dye job. Her single mother worked overtime, which meant Beth and
her five siblings were often left to fend for themselves. Beth spent much of her
childhood as a transient, shuttling between relatives, caring for a sickly, volatile
aunt she nonetheless loved, looking after sisters, brothers, and cousins, and trying
to steer clear of her mother’s bad boyfriends. Her punk education began in high
school under the tutelage of a group of teens—her second family—who embraced
their outsider status and introduced her to safety-pinned clothing, mail-order
tapes, queer and fat-positive zines, and any shred of counterculture they could
smuggle into Arkansas. With their help, Beth survived high school, a tragic family
scandal, and a mental breakdown, and then she got the hell out of Judsonia. She
decamped to Olympia, Washington, a late-1990s paradise for Riot Grrrls and
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punks, and began to cultivate her glamorous, queer, fat, femme image. On a
whim—with longtime friends Nathan, a guitarist and musical savant in a polyester
suit, and Kathy, a quiet intellectual turned drummer—she formed the band Gossip.
She gave up trying to remake her singing voice into the ethereal wisp she thought
it should be and instead embraced its full, soulful potential. Gossip gave her that
chance, and the raw power of her voice won her and Gossip the attention they
deserved. Marked with the frankness, humor, and defiance that have made her an
international icon, Beth Ditto’s unapologetic, startlingly direct, and poetic memoir
is a hypnotic and inspiring account of a woman coming into her own.

The Richard Burton Diaries
With humour and characteristic honesty, Cathy Madavan helps us to discover some
treasures of real worth in the midst of our sometimes messy and occasionally crazy
lives. Cathy encourages us to dig a bit deeper, to search those gems out and to
polish them up, allowing God's truths to crystallise in our lives so that our identity,
character and purpose are formed into something beautiful and strong. The
treasures of God's wisdom are there to be found. Pick up your shovel; let's dig. "In
this gem of a book, Cathy not only warmly encourages us to revel in who we really
are, but also cleverly provides a practical aid to help us do so. Which is why I can't
recommend Digging for Diamonds enough." - Diane Louise Jordan, radio and TV
presenter
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The Bad Side of Books
The classic collection of major speeches, now bundled with an audio download of
Malcolm X delivering two of them. Malcolm X remains a touchstone figure for black
America and in American culture at large. He gave African Americans not only their
consciousness but their history, dignity, and a new pride. No single individual can
claim more important responsibility for a social and historical leap forward such as
the one sparked in America in the sixties. When, in 1965, Malcolm X was gunned
down on the stage of a Harlem theater, America lost one of its most dynamic
political thinkers. Yet, as Michael Eric Dyson has observed, “he remains relevant
because he spoke presciently to the issues that matter today: black identity, the
politics of black rage, the expression of black dissent, the politics of black power,
and the importance of consolidating varieties of expressions within black
communities—different ideologies and politics—and bringing them together under
a banner of functional solidarity.” The End of White World Supremacy contains four
major speeches by Malcolm X, including: “Black Man's History,” “The Black
Revolution,” “The Old Negro and the New Negro,” and the famous “The Chickens
Are Coming Home to Roost” speech ("God's Judgment of White America"),
delivered after the assassination of John F. Kennedy. Several of the speeches
include a discussion with the moderator, among whom Adam Clayton Powell, or a
question-and-answer with the audience. This new edition bundles with the book an
audio download of Malcolm's stirring delivery of “Black Man's History” in Harlem's
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Temple No.7 and “The Black Revolution” in the Abyssinian Baptist Church.

Desert Queen
Diamonds in Nature: A Guide to Rough Diamonds illustrates the range of crystal
shapes, colours, surface textures, and mineral inclusions of rough, uncut, naturally
forming diamonds. Each chapter contains photographs that show the unique
physical characteristics of the diamonds, and the accompanying text describes the
processes that led to their formation. This book is an invaluable reference manual
for professional geoscientists—including gemmologists and exploration geologists.

Candy Girl
Join a daring expedition into strange new lands with this official Minecraft novel!
When a young man is ripped from his quiet life and stranded far from home, he
must learn not only how to survive, but how to live. Stax Stonecutter has lived a
peaceful—if unremarkable—life in his small town in the Overworld. The son of great
adventurers and wise builders, Stax prefers an easier life. He loves to tend to his
gardens and play with his cats all day, rather than venturing out to explore the
surrounding lands. It’s quiet on his estate, even lonely sometimes, but it suits Stax
well enough. His solitude is shattered when a mysterious stranger arrives with a
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band of merciless raiders. In one terrible night, Stax’s old life is taken from him,
and he is left stranded in the middle of nowhere, angry and alone. He’s never left
home, and now he knows why: everything beyond the boundaries of his little town
is scary and dangerous! But as he begins his long journey back, Stax encounters
fascinating travelers who show him that there’s more to the Overworld than
marauding pirates and frightening mobs; there are beautiful lands to explore,
fantastical contraptions to build, and new friends to meet. It may have taken losing
everything he once knew, but on his adventure Stax finds something more
valuable than all the diamonds in the Overworld: a whole wonderful world that’s
just waiting to be explored.

Into the Sky with Diamonds
"The history of great diamonds is intimately interwoven with the lives of emperors
and conquerors, great kings and queens, with statesmen and soldiers, the rich and
famous - but also, inevitably, with those who lead more shadowy lives. Diamonds
have been objects of passion, sometimes of war, violence and theft." "As well as
being objects of exceptional beauty and rarity, they were once thought to possess
magical properties that protected their owners from enemies. Initially a male
prerogative reflecting status and authority, these incredible gems later adorned
the wives of powerful men, and at times were offered as influential gifts. Few were
immune to the temptation of diamonds; many sacrificed their lives and souls to
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them." "In Famous Diamonds, Ian Balfour tells the fascinating stories of almost 80
of these remarkable gems including the famous: Koh-i-Noor, which is set in the
British Crown Jewels; the infamous: the deep blue Hope Diamond, which is said to
bring bad luck to all who handle it; the biggest: The Cullinan; and the Hollywood
romantic: the Taylor-Burton Diamond. Some have detailed histories that can be
traced from the present day back to the moment they were mined, while others
have a more mysterious past or have disappeared from view. Also included are
shorter entries on a further selection of some forty notable diamonds."--BOOK
JACKET.

Save Me the Plums
Told in a unique dual-narrative format, The Diamond and the Boy follows the
stories of both natural diamond creation and the life of H. Tracy Hall, the inventor
of a revolutionary diamond-making machine. Perfect for fans of Rosie Revere,
Engineer, and On a Beam of Light: A Story of Albert Einstein. Before a diamond is a
gem, it’s a common gray rock called graphite. Through an intense trial of heat and
pressure, it changes into one of the most valuable stones in the world. Before
Tracy Hall was an inventor, he was a boy—born into poverty, bullied by peers,
forced to work at an early age. However, through education and experimentation,
he became one of the brightest innovators of the twentieth century, eventually
building a revolutionary machine that makes diamonds. From debut author Hannah
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Holt—the granddaughter of Tracy Hall—and illustrator Jay Fleck comes this
fascinating in-depth portrait of both rock and man.

A Ticket to the Circus
*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER* “A gripping journey.”—People The highly
anticipated memoir from hip-hop icon Rick Ross chronicles his coming of age amid
Miami’s crack epidemic, his star-studded controversies and his unstoppable rise to
fame. Rick Ross is an indomitable presence in the music industry, but few people
know his full story. Now, for the first time, Ross offers a vivid, dramatic and
unexpectedly candid account of his early childhood, his tumultuous adolescence
and his dramatic ascendancy in the world of hip-hop. Born William Leonard Roberts
II, Ross grew up “across the bridge,” in a Miami at odds with the glitzy beaches,
nightclubs and yachts of South Beach. In the aftermath of the 1980 race riots and
the Mariel boatlift, Ross came of age at the height of the city’s crack epidemic,
when home invasions and execution-style killings were commonplace. Still, in the
midst of the chaos and danger that surrounded him, Ross flourished, first as a
standout high school football player and then as a dope boy in Carol City’s
notorious Matchbox housing projects. All the while he honed his musical talent,
overcoming setback after setback until a song called “Hustlin’” changed his life
forever. From the making of “Hustlin’” to his first major label deal with Def Jam, to
the controversy surrounding his past as a correctional officer and the numerous
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health scares, arrests and feuds he had to transcend along the way, Hurricanes is a
revealing portrait of one of the biggest stars in the rap game, and an intimate look
at the birth of an artist.

Rough Beauty
In the ebullient spirit of Ocean’s 8, The Heist, and Thelma & Louise, a sensational
and entertaining memoir of the world’s most notorious jewel thief—a woman who
defied society’s prejudices and norms to carve her own path, stealing from elite
jewelers to live her dreams. Growing up during the Depression in the segregated
coal town of Slab Fork, West Virginia, Doris Payne was told her dreams were
unattainable for poor black girls like her. Surrounded by people who sought to limit
her potential, Doris vowed to turn the tables after the owner of a jewelry store
threw her out when a white customer arrived. Neither racism nor poverty would
hold her back; she would get what she wanted and help her mother escape an
abusive relationship. Using her southern charm, quick wit, and fascination with
magic as her tools, Payne began shoplifting small pieces of jewelry from local
stores. Over the course of six decades, her talents grew with each heist. Becoming
an expert world-class jewel thief, she daringly pulled off numerous diamond
robberies and her Jewish boyfriend fenced the stolen gems to Hollywood
celebrities. Doris’s criminal exploits went unsolved well into the 1970s—partly
because the stores did not want to admit that they were duped by a black woman.
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Eventually realizing Doris was using him, her boyfriend turned her in. She was
arrested after stealing a diamond ring in Monte Carlo that was valued at more than
half a million dollars. But even prison couldn’t contain this larger-than-life
personality who cleverly used nuns as well as various ruses to help her break out.
With her arrest in 2013 in San Diego, Doris’s fame skyrocketed when media
coverage of her astonishing escapades exploded. Today, at eighty-seven, Doris, as
bold and vibrant as ever, lives in Atlanta, and is celebrated for her glamorous
legacy. She sums up her adventurous career best: “It beat being a teacher or a
maid.” A rip-roaringly fun and exciting story as captivating and audacious as Catch
Me if You Can and Can You Ever Forgive Me?—Diamond Doris is the portrait of a
captivating anti-hero who refused to be defined by the prejudices and mores of a
hypocritical society.

Black Diamonds
In a collection of essays, the author describes how she started her literary career
while living in a dirty communal house in San Francisco, partied with drugs and
alcohol, dated men and women simultaneously and worked a series of dead-end
jobs. Original.

Where You Left Me
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The book that inspired the major new motion picture Mandela: Long Walk to
Freedom. Nelson Mandela is one of the great moral and political leaders of our
time: an international hero whose lifelong dedication to the fight against racial
oppression in South Africa won him the Nobel Peace Prize and the presidency of his
country. Since his triumphant release in 1990 from more than a quarter-century of
imprisonment, Mandela has been at the center of the most compelling and
inspiring political drama in the world. As president of the African National Congress
and head of South Africa's antiapartheid movement, he was instrumental in
moving the nation toward multiracial government and majority rule. He is revered
everywhere as a vital force in the fight for human rights and racial equality. LONG
WALK TO FREEDOM is his moving and exhilarating autobiography, destined to take
its place among the finest memoirs of history's greatest figures. Here for the first
time, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells the extraordinary story of his life--an epic of
struggle, setback, renewed hope, and ultimate triumph.

Coal to Diamonds
Promise Land
Selected from Mark Twain's typescript.
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Collapse
Decreed by David Letterman (tongue in cheek) on CBS TV’s The Late Show to be
the pick of “Dave’s Book Club 2006,” Candy Girl is the story of a young writer who
dared to bare it all as a stripper. At the age of twenty-four, Diablo Cody decided
there had to be more to life than typing copy at an ad agency. She soon managed
to find inspiration from a most unlikely source— amateur night at the seedy
Skyway Lounge. While she doesn’t take home the prize that night, Diablo discovers
to her surprise the act of stripping is an absolute thrill. This is Diablo’s captivating
fish-out-of-water story of her yearlong walk on the wild side, from quiet
gentlemen’s clubs to multilevel sex palaces and glassed-in peep shows. In witty
prose she gives readers a behind-the-scenes look at this industry through a writer’s
keen eye, chronicling her descent into the skin trade and the effect it had on her
self-image and her relationship with her now husband.

Absence of the Hero
Born and raised in Judsonia, Arkansas-a place where indoor plumbing was a luxury,
squirrel was a meal, and sex ed was taught during senior year in high school (long
after many girls had gotten pregnant and dropped out) Beth Ditto stood out. Beth
was a fat, pro-choice, sexually confused choir nerd with a great voice, an eighties
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perm, and a Kool Aid dye job. Her single mother worked overtime, which meant
Beth and her five siblings were often left to fend for themselves. Beth spent much
of her childhood as a transient, shuttling between relatives, caring for a sickly,
volatile aunt she nonetheless loved, looking after sister, brothers, and cousins, and
trying to steer clear of her mother's bad boyfriends. Her punk education began in
high school under the tutelage of a group of teens - her second family - who
embraced their outsider status and introduced her to safety-pinned clothing , mailorder tapes, queer and fat-positive zines, and any shred of counterculture they
could smuggle into Arkansas. With their help, Beth survived high school, a tragic
family scandal, and a mental breakdown, and then she got the hell out of Judsonia.
She decamped to Olympia, Washington, a late-1990s paradise for Riot Grrrls and
punks, and began to cultivate her glamorous, queer, fat, femme image. On a whim
- with longtime friends Nathan, a guitarist and musical savant in a polyester suit,
and Kathy, a quiet intellectual turned drummer - she formed the band Gossip. She
gave up trying to remake her singing voice into the ethereal wisp she thought it
should be and instead embraced its full, soulful, potential. Gossip gave her that
chance, and the raw power of her voice won her and Gossip the attention they
deserved. Marked with the frankness, humour and defiance that have made her an
international icon, Beth Ditto's unapologetic, startlingly direct, and poetic memoir
is a hypnotic and inspiring account of a woman coming into her own.

Idea Man
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2020 Chautauqua Prize Finalist 2020 NAACP Image Award Nominee - Outstanding
Literary Work (Nonfiction) Best-of Lists: Best Nonfiction Books of 2019 (Kirkus
Reviews) · 25 Can't-Miss Books of 2019 (The Undefeated) Explores the terror,
grace, and beauty of coming of age as a Black person in contemporary America
and what it means to parent our children in a persistently unjust world. Emotionally
raw and deeply reflective, Imani Perry issues an unflinching challenge to society to
see Black children as deserving of humanity. She admits fear and frustration for
her African American sons in a society that is increasingly racist and at times
seems irredeemable. However, as a mother, feminist, writer, and intellectual, Perry
offers an unfettered expression of love—finding beauty and possibility in life—and
she exhorts her children and their peers to find the courage to chart their own
paths and find steady footing and inspiration in Black tradition. Perry draws upon
the ideas of figures such as James Baldwin, W. E. B. DuBois, Emily Dickinson, Toni
Morrison, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and Ida B. Wells. She shares vulnerabilities and
insight from her own life and from encounters in places as varied as the West Side
of Chicago; Birmingham, Alabama; and New England prep schools. With original art
for the cover by Ekua Holmes, Breathe offers a broader meditation on race,
gender, and the meaning of a life well lived and is also an unforgettable lesson in
Black resistance and resilience.

Black Diamonds and the Blue Brazil
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Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds is a study of crowd
psychology by Scottish journalist Charles Mackay. The subjects of Mackay's
debunking include witchcraft, alchemy, crusades, duels, economic bubbles, fortunetelling, haunted houses, the Drummer of Tedworth, the influence of politics and
religion on the shapes of beards and hair, magnetizers (influence of imagination in
curing disease), murder through poisoning, prophecies, popular admiration of great
thieves, popular follies of great cities, and relics. Contents: Volume 1: National
Delusions: The Mississippi Scheme The South Sea Bubble The Tulipomania Relics
Modern Prophecies Popular Admiration for Great Thieves Influence of Politics and
Religion on the Hair and Beard Duels and Ordeals The Love of the Marvellous and
the Disbelief of the True Popular Follies in Great Cities Old Price Riots The Thugs, or
Phansigars Volume 2: Peculiar Follies: The Crusades The Witch Mania The Slow
Poisoners Haunted Houses Volume 3: Philosophical Delusions : The Alchemysts
Fortune Telling The Magnetisers

Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds
(Complete Edition: Volume 1-3)
The New York Times best-selling author of The Secret Rooms details the
extraordinary true story of the downfall of the Fitzwilliams—one of England's
wealthiest families—due to bitter feuds, scandals and clashes with the miners who
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worked in their coal mines. Original. 75,000 first printing.

The Diamond and the Boy
21 years after its publication, a new edition is being published with updated text
and new chapters as well as a new Introduction, written by one of the books many
fans and the biggest name in British football, Sir Alex Ferguson. But this is a book
about much, much more than football It is loved not only by Sir Alex but also by
Gordon Brown, Alistair Campbell, Ian Rankin and the Rev Kathy Galloway and it
was a huge favourite of poet, George Mackay Brown. So why have the trials and
tribulations of Cowdenbeath football club  one of the most unsuccessful football
clubs in Britain - excited the imagination even of those who have no interest in
football and who have never been to Cowdenbeath? Cowdenbeaths story is set
against the rise and decline of the local mining industry and the life after mining. It
is very funny, deeply spiritual, moving and also a little bit political. But what makes
it so interesting to so many groups is the uplifting story of a real community spirit
throughout all of the ups and downs of a town and a football club that is at its
social heart and core. It is also the most autobiographical book that Ron Ferguson
has written, never taking himself very seriously. The books quirkiness appeals
across the religious, local, national, and footballing worlds. Long out of print, this is
the new and updated 21st-anniversary edition.
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